Laodicea, Philadelphia,
and Vaccine Harm
by Jeremy James

The Word of God tells us that, as we approach the End Time, “evil men and seducers
shall wax worse and worse, deceiving, and being deceived.” (2 Timothy 3:13).

Describing the wicked, the book of Proverbs says:
“For they sleep not, except they have done mischief; and their
sleep is taken away, unless they cause some to fall. For they eat
the bread of wickedness, and drink the wine of violence.”
(Proverbs 4:16-17)

Thankfully, it goes on to say:
“But the path of the just is as the shining light, that
shineth more and more unto the perfect day.”
(Proverbs 4:18)

The true servants of God will stand out more and more in these troubled and violent
times. They will be, as the Bible says, shining lights in this ever-encroaching darkness.
We know our pastors will not be among them because, for them, the “perfect day” is
a time when everything returns to the way it was in 2019, a time of comfort, repose,
and leisurely routine.
The path of the just is taken by those who hate the violence that is spreading like a
plague across the earth, where innocent people are rounded up and locked away
because the sewage in their town allegedly tested positive for a pathogen called ‘Covid’.
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Those who are walking the path of the just are horrified that the pre-colonial
indigenous people who are living in the Northern Territory of Australia are being
treated in this way, held down and forcibly vaccinated by the military.
Sometimes those who walk the path of the just are required to step forward and take
action which poses a real risk to themselves. We know our pastors and church elders
would never do that – heaven forbid! – but there are a rare few who do. These are the
shining lights who stand by the truth of God’s Word and say what needs to be said,
even though they may be punished for doing so.
I don’t know whether either of the individuals we are about to discuss are born-again
believers. But this I know: They behave like people who hold dearly the precept which
Jesus taught us: “Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.” (Matthew 22:39)

Sign near Alice Springs forbidding entry to visitors.

The Covid Physician
The first goes by the online name, The Covid Physician. We don’t know whether this
person is male or female, but we’ll opt for male. He recently posted a lengthy piece on
his blog which, by his own admission, will likely lose him his job as a GP with the NHS
(the UK National Health Service) and possibly even his license to practise.
We give below an edited extract. For clarity we have added a few headings which do
not appear in the original. To read the full article, which we recommend, please go to
the author’s blog (https://tcp.art.blog/blog/).
We are keen to make his article more widely available since it shows, from the personal
experience of a faithful GP, that the Covid inoculation program is dangerous and that
the public have been tricked into submitting to something that will cause them real
harm. This is a person who truly cares for his patients and his voice should be heard,
especially by those who have not yet realized what their government is up to.
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After his opening paragraphs, the doctor reviews what appear to be his final round of
consultations with his patients. Most, it would seem, were conducted over the Internet.
He gives a humorous moniker to each person, presumably to humanize them and show
that he is dealing with real people, not just ‘cases’. We haven’t included all of the
patients he discussed in his article and we omit his lengthy closing comments.

All Hail Covid
by The Covid Physician
26th November 2021
Covid – Birth of a Religious Cult
What has been witnessed in the last two years is not medical science. It is
the death of reason and the birth of a religious cult. The Church of Covid
fathered illegitimately by the financial elite and delivered from the womb
of governments. Its Holy Trinity, Pfizer, Moderna, and AstraZeneca.
Baptism is by experimental vaccination. Its priesthood, SAGE [Scientific
Advisory Group for Emergencies], which is itself controlled by the papal
World Health Organization. Pope WHO mediates between the people and
the Viral Gods, mostly through belief systems [based on] fear... The cult
even possesses... ritual ablutions and symbolic headgear. Fit, healthy
children are being sacrificed at its altars. Those who willingly joined are too
scared to leave, many were coerced, a minority resist hoping for a saviour
and a promised land...
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The public has been hypnotized
To exercise dominion the cult practices peculiar sorcery. It redefines our
currency of ideas, namely words... It inculcates a suspension of critical
faculties and delusional mass behaviors by indoctrination with fixed false
beliefs. Hence, the public has been hypnotised into suspending belief in
their own eyes and ears, replacing it with the cult’s doctrine that everyone
is at risk of a horrible, premature death and our sole saviour is the Covid
jab.
Heretics risk excommunication
...If one effectively challenges the beliefs, the NHS leadership casts more
spells: censorship, cancellation of medical licenses, and bigger lies.
Heretics are exhorted to drink from the poisoned chalice lest they suffer
excommunication. It falsely stains outsiders as unclean, unbelievers, and
anti-vax infidels. The masses flock to the cult...
CASES...Lymphoma Man, age 74
...The NHS has written to him. Doctor, he asks, do I need four jabs? I raise
my eyebrows. What is this new NHS hell? I have a copy of the letter... There
is no date on the letter or where the jab would be administered, and there
is a menacing QR code which looks like a mutant space invader. The letter
confesses that the NHS does not know if he is immuno-compromised or
merely a normal punter. In either case, it recommends a further jab.
The letter reasons, if you are immuno-compromised let us call it “the third
jab of a course” (as if a third jab six months later was always the intention).
The letter explains, “It is different from the booster as it is part of the first
(‘primary’) course.” It appears like a sentence constructed in the abstract
by a team of highly-paid, clueless government lawyers, not medical
professionals.
It continues, sagely, “If you … have already received a booster following
your first and second dose, please treat this as your third dose.” I shake
my head... So what do these semantics mean for the future of my patients?
Who should have the booster? How many boosters will they need? When
will they need them? How is it decided? The language seems to anticipate
a ‘secondary’ three-course Covid meal for the immuno-compromised...
Sadly, Lymphoma Man is not done. He couldn’t care less if he has three or
four jabs. He just wants to know. Know what? Know what his duty to Queen
and Country is.
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I probed tactfully, testing his feelings: didn’t the language disturb him? No.
Didn’t he find it concerning that four weeks ago (after his glorious first and
second super jabs) he was hospitalised with a primary Covid diagnosis, and
treated for a secondary bacterial pneumonia on the hospital ward? No.
Given this, did he have any reservations about a third jab? No. Not one
tooth of one cog could be turned... The degrees of Covid irony are infinite.
...Mr Agonised, age 81
He smells a rat. He had the AstraZeneca customised clot-shot twice and
survived. He is now aggrieved. Why can’t they give him a ‘third-time lucky’
AstraZeneca? He is being offered Pfizer. Can it be safe or effective to mix
them? It’s a good question. But not the only one he needs to ask. He rang
the call-centers but they couldn’t help him. Instead they referred him to his
doctor. ‘Doctor’ is likely going to refer him to the corporatised government
advice, which always gives the same reply: Just do it!
He tells me his daughter is a district nurse, and is going to do her research.
Good luck. She will need access to the Dark Net to get an iota of truth. He
asks me what I think, and while he’s here (he is not, he is on the phone)
should he have the flu jab at the same time? (The government said, Just do
it!) I tell him he should do nothing of the sort while he is on antibiotics and
steroids. He needed to be well. And besides, Pfizer doesn’t want his immune
response to be suppressed by steroids. They want to see its full glorious
spectacle.
As for mixing vaccines...it is as speculative as the whole show. I tell him I
cannot comment, it is all so novel and phase three trials are not even
complete for two shots. He is frustrated. I mitigate. Does he really want the
AstraZeneca? Did he know that it has been withdrawn from people under
age 40 because of the clot risk? He did not.
All he knows is that he needs a third something, and will make sure he gets
it by hook or by crook...
...Mr & Mrs Compliant in their 30s
She asks when can he get his booster... I can tell that this is an important
social rite of passage from her excitable tone. She does not need Dr Party
Pooper. Her man needs to hold down a job with a triple jab and feed the
three little ones. Besides, what would the neighbors on her row of terraced
houses say?
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...Man with Parkinson’s, age 65
He said his job was very stressful. Three of his colleagues had TIAs at the
start of the year [TIA = transient ischemic attack, a stroke-like event which
doesn’t cause permanent damage]. I took a double take. Medically speaking,
this was not the stuff of stress. If it were, I would also be in the stroke unit
most days over the last two years. Could it be the jab? But it was too early
for most. I checked his notes. He (and his colleagues) had their first jab in
February 2021 as they were key workers in a high security government
facility. We eye each other. He was a canny fellow. He left, remarking it was
‘nice talking to someone who thinks like me’.
...Man with Possible Parkinson’s, age 70
He cannot speak properly, probably due to Parkinson’s, but no one really
knows. Why? Because he has been waiting for two years for the NHS to
provide a neurologist’s diagnosis. He has the weak, distant, shuffling
monotone of a suffering man... I apologise on behalf of the NHS and do
what has become a daily ritual – a letter to expedite what was already
urgent a year ago. Non-specialist GPs do not generally make a formal
diagnosis nor initiate treatment for Parkinson’s. He is trapped in a
manufactured, immoral situation of spineless, supine risk-aversion by the
NHS. However, I will make an exception in this horrific situation. I instruct
him to call me if there is no progress within seven days and I will diagnose
and treat him myself. This is the real emergency. Not Covid.

“According to one raw analysis of [the relevant] data,
vaccinated English adults under 60 are dying at twice
the rate of unvaccinated people the same age, and have
been for six months. A more nuanced analysis shows
no all-cause mortality benefit for Covid jabs. At best,
the data on Covid jabs is equivocal, representing an
extremely expensive and destructive way of doing
overall harm. At worst it is evidence of the world’s
greatest and most audacious crime.”
– The Covid Physician
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...Quinsy Man, age 46
...how can I ignore these poor people deceived by the government into
vainly still relying on an NHS that they can no longer rely upon? He had a
four month neck lesion. He was promised a referral by the NHS three
months ago. It never materialised. I take a peek – skin cancer, festering and
eating away at this pale, ginger fellow’s neck... Patients are meant to be seen
within two weeks, but it is not happening. I anticipate this by asking him to
call me if there is a millisecond of delay. It is not that surprising after two
years of neglect, given the lifetime risk of cancer is 1 in 2. It might get worse.
Dr Ryan Cole explains that cancer is a possible effect of Covid jabs on TLR
receptors...
...Sleeping Beauty, age 21
She fell asleep at the wheel driving to the gym... My task at the end of a long
chain of practitioners was to tell her conclusively that her blood tests were
normal. No cause for tiredness, bye-bye. She was about to accept the good
news and slam the phone down [This was a telephone consultation]. But I
am genuinely concerned for my patients, so I stop her and ask, but are you
sleepy or tired? No, it just happens at the most unexpected of times. I know
the likely diagnosis. I click on the patient’s list of medications. Tragic,
really. I need to be tactful. No one believes the Covid vaccines are unsafe or
ineffective. They get offended.
I ask when her woes began. Is she sure? Yes. Did you have anything new
around that time? No. Are you sure? Yes. This is the problem. The event
[receiving the vaccine] is so insignificant as to be forgotten. Did she realise
she had the second jab two weeks before? No. No memory of this lifechanging event. I politely apologise for casting aspersions, but explain she
may have narcolepsy. I explain this is extraordinarily rare, and one of the
causes is vaccine injury. I self-deprecate more; I am only telling her because
no one else might, and I will be mentioning this to the neurologist, just for
her information. I will request an urgent brain scan since, at the current
rate, she might receive a telephone call from an NHS neurologist in a year
or two...
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...Mr Plumber, age 53
He tells me he developed bad psoriasis after the first jab, shingles after the
second, and he is worried about the third. What could be in store for him
next? ...We will find out. He still wants it. He is confused... I counsel him
on alternative strategies such as not having it, but feels he should have it.
The propaganda is too strong. Even offering a speculative exemption letter
sounds schismatic to him. He becomes anxious... I am dealing with a
mental health pandemic.
...Ms Clock-Ticking, age 36
She is desperate to become pregnant. Irregular periods post-jab are so
common they have passed into folklore. She shrugs off the three month
lapse of her Swiss-clock-like menses as mere piffle... Yes, doctor, my period
became irregular after the jab, as I thought it might. Presumably as the
regularity returned, her faith in the non-science government narrative
returned. She thinks the rot stops there. I wish her luck.
...Ms Siren, age 40.
Periods absent since the second jab. Nevertheless, she went back for the
third a month ago. She wonders about menopause but her mother went
through it at age 55. She admits that her periods became irregular and
prolonged after the first jab in January. She is part of a hospital study into
the jab, and has regular PCR and antibody tests. No-one has asked her
about jab adverse effects.
...Village Fête Lady, age 65
She takes the biscuit...Her voice quivers, why oh why can’t they all just get
vaccinated, doctor? ...Can’t they all just say please and thank you, doctor?
Why can’t they? Then we could all go back to normal and have a merry
Christmas together... This time words nearly fail me. I remind myself that
her view is predicated on the assumption that the vaccines are safe and
effective, but tens of thousands are dying from them and there are millions
of adverse reactions. It beats the mortality of all the other vaccines rolled
together over decades, and it hasn’t even been out a year...
...Mr Healthy Home-Worker, 55,
No medication, no previous maladies. He sat slouched for two years in his
loft office at home, working 16 hour days, immobilised, dehydrating late
into the night. Before, he would cycle to work, socialise there and do a
regular eight hours.
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He is double-jabbed. He called me and said he didn’t feel well. Chest pain
and lethargy. I insisted on an immediate admission. Diagnosis: bilateral
pulmonary emboli, DVT, and diabetes.
Colleagues of mine have mentioned a six month post-second jab clot
phenomenon. Legs, lungs, heads, and hearts. I am seeing it in real-time...
...Mr NHS Phobia, age 23
He only went to the vaccination center so that his grandmother could get
her first jab. But the crazed nut-jobs learned that he worked with the
elderly, so they pounced on him with the needle before he could rustle up
the courage to object. Granny was dead in a fortnight, and he developed
severe central chest and left arm pain after week three which lasted for
three days. He toughed it out alone.
He came to see me six months later. Last week he had calf pain and this
week shortness of breath when at rest. Pulse 130, with no clear explanation.
Pulmonary embolus, DVT or latent heart failure secondary to jab
myocarditis? I sent him urgently to the hospital medics... He looked
disheartened as he left. I cannot follow him up. He does not answer his
phone, and there is no communication from the hospital. I suspect he was
too scared to be abused yet again by the NHS.
...Rash Girl, age 14
Her mum calls. Now the children are starting to come in. She sends some
photos. She had the Pfizer shot five days ago and has come out in a rash all
over her torso... I ask if she was unwell immediately after the jab. Oh, only
a headache, doctor. Really? Only a headache. She speaks with natural
authority, but I caution her. She must be alert to cardiac, respiratory,
neurological and coagulopathic symptoms in her daughter. But she appears
unconcerned. As if to rub it in, she asks, so what do you think it is, doctor?
Do you think it’s just her immune system? I must agree with her
authoritative, if somewhat cavalier diagnosis of her daughter’s health
condition. Her mere immune system. So what if it is irreversibly damaged?
Surely, Pfizer will just peddle her a new one with gene therapy?
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...Zero-Beer Johnny, age 12
His mother is oblivious to the state-sponsored assault upon her child...
There are NHS trusts vowing to keep adverse reactions secret from the
parents. What if the child became ill overnight? How would the parent be
able to react responsibly to the illness without the key information? ...What
if he died? What would the death certificate say? How could the parent
query the cause of death properly, unarmed with the vital, missing
information? Who else would care enough? Only then would parents wail
for an eternity and stop at nothing to obtain posthumous justice for their
child. It beggars belief. What have we become? I require proof of age to
purchase zero-percent beer at Morrisons supermarket. This lad can opt for
dangerous, unnecessary experimental gene therapy at school, in sworn
secrecy. It is healthcare hell on earth.
...Beloved Child, age 12
His single mum is desperate to get back to Australia... She sees her only
choice is jabbing him. Unlike most, she is aware of the risks. Two weeks
later he is in an emergency room covered in electrodes, wearing a mask. He
has chest pain. It is diagnosed as pleurisy. I do not trust my colleagues. Did
they exclude pulmonary emboli, pericarditis, myocarditis?
She has regrets. It is not her fault. It is all our faults. She asks whether there
any tests she can order to secure his future health? The trouble is that gene
immunotherapy is entrenched and irreversible.
He did not need the mask, he did not need the jab. He did not need this.
Copyright The Covid Physician 2021

Dr Andreas Noack
Our second courageous watchman is Dr Andreas Noack, a German scientist who,
according to his account in a recent video, was one of the most experienced experts in
Europe in all matters relating to what is known as “activated carbon” (where the
purified element is processed in a variety of ways in order to give it enhanced
properties). Great strides have been made in the past decade in the field of activated
carbon and remarkable new properties have been discovered. Dr Noack set up a
company to market these new materials and was very familiar with the science behind
them. He was therefore greatly alarmed when he learned, from what he knew was a
reliable source, that the Covid vaccines contained activated carbon in nanograde form.
The following screenshots are from a video made shortly before his untimely death.
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He distinguishes
between graphene
oxide and graphene
hydroxide.
Graphene is more
than a hundred times
stronger than steel
and extremely hard.

In its nanograde form
graphene hydroxide
is 50 nms long but
only 0.1 nms wide.
This is the width of
just one atom.

Due to their hardness
and shape, along
with their ultra-fine
edge, “these
nanoscale structures
can best be described
as razor blades.”
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He emphasizes
their sharpness
and implies that
their presence
inside the body is
a matter of great
concern.

Due to the
structure of
these nanoscale
particles, they will
not decay inside
the body.
As he says
they are
“not biologically
decomposable.”

He knows other
scientists who
have found
nanoscale
graphene
hydroxide
in the Covid
vaccines.
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He speaks
about
his own
professional
qualifications.
Apparently he
was one of the
leading experts
in Europe.

Supporters of
the vaccine have
tried to maintain
that they do not
contain any
graphene.
However, as a
chemist, he is
certain that
they do.

He asks a
question
which doctors
everywhere
should be
asking:
WHY are these
razor blades in
the vaccines?
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He describes the
harm that these
“razor blades”
will cause when
they reach the
blood vessels.
They will hit off
the epithelial
cells which line
the blood vessels
and cause
internal
bleeding.

He refers to the
photos posted by
many vaccine
recipients on the
Internet which
show a mass of
coagulated blood
coming out of
their nose.

The reason
football players
are dropping
dead on the pitch
is that their
greatly increased
blood flow
enhances the
cutting action of
the “razor
blades.”
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Scientists have
not yet begun to
identify the
presence of
graphene in
patients’ blood
because the
particles are
inanimate and
extremely small.

This is a
completely new
way to kill
people. As yet
toxicologists
have not begun
to imagine that
these minute
structures can
cut up blood
vessels.

He warns against
national vaccine
programs.
If there is
anything
seriously amiss
with the vaccine
the entire
population of
a country could
be killed off.
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Normally, we would await confirmation of the matters discussed by Dr Noach, but we
are living in a time of great confusion and much harm is being done at an accelerated
rate. Please exercise discernment.
The video itself may be viewed at:
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-thesecret-of-the-vaxx-dr-noack-is-dead/
and
https://allnewspipeline.com/Another_Mysteriously_Dead_Doc_What_Are_We_
Missing.php
His partner (and the mother of his unborn child) made a short video message after Dr
Noach was reportedly murdered by the German police. His death, apparently, was
protracted and nasty:

https://allnewspipeline.com/Another_Mysteriously_Dead_Doc_What_Are_We_
Missing.php

CONCLUSION
There is a beautiful passage in the book of Malachi where the LORD says:
“Then they that feared the LORD spake often one to another: and the
LORD hearkened, and heard it, and a book of remembrance was
written before him for them that feared the LORD, and that thought
upon his name. And they shall be mine, saith the LORD of hosts, in
that day when I make up my jewels; and I will spare them, as a man
spareth his own son that serveth him. Then shall ye return, and
discern between the righteous and the wicked, between him that
serveth God and him that serveth him not.” (Malachi 3:16-18)
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Who are these God-fearing people who spoke often “one to another”? Are they not
those who loved the LORD and their fellow man, who maintained the communion of
the saints, and who sought at all times to honor His holy Name? These are the ones
who did not shut their eyes to the wickedness at play in the world around them, but
rather rebuked it.
When the LORD makes up His jewels “in that day” we would expect them to include
many who spoke out in defense of their fellow man, who risked their lives or their
livelihood to alert others to an impending danger and expose the works of darkness.
We can’t earn our salvation, which is purely a gift, bestowed by faith alone.
Nevertheless, as the book of Malachi states, the LORD discerns “between him that
serveth God and him that serveth him not.”

Where chapters 2 and 3 of the book of Revelation are concerned, we would appear to
have but two churches today, the church of Laodicea and the church of Philadelphia.
The former is a law unto itself, cold, timid and uncaring, regarding which the words of
Jesus are especially apt: “because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax
cold.” (Matthew 24:12).

The church of Philadelphia, on the other hand, is keenly aware of the awful harm being
done by the wicked. The Laodiceans dismiss them as “conspiracy theorists” and
trivialize their opinions. But the Philadelphians speak out because they love their
fellow man. They see what’s happening and share what they see, often at a cost to
themselves.
For those who are not already aware of the fact, it should come as no surprise to learn
that Philadelphia means “brotherly love.”
________________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
December 1, 2021
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- SPECIAL REQUEST –
Time is running out...
Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this website
for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always be available.
Papers for each year from 2009 to 2020 may also be downloaded in one
or more files from www.archive.org
To find these files on the Archive website use the search terms ‘Jeremy
James New World Order’.
We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may be
obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a future
mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following email address:jeremypauljames@gmail.com
For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
Copyright Jeremy James 2021
(apart from text by The Covid Physician)
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